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ABSTRACT
Power Aware Broadcast Trees for Sensor Networks
by
Sridhar Veeravalli
Dr. Laxmi P. Gewali, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In a sensor network with nodes distributed randomly in a two dimensional plane, the
problem o f constructing a power aware broadcast tree from a given source node is a
difficult problem when nodes have k different levels of power. In fact, it is known that the
problem of constructing a broadcast tree that minimizes total power consumption is NPhard.
We investigate the development o f a good approximation algorithm for generating
power reduced broadcast trees for sensor networks. We are particularly interested in the
diameter of the generated broadcast tree. Both theoretical investigation and simulated
results are presented. We present two approximation algorithms (one based on a
partitioning approach and the other based on a cluster follow ing approach) for
constructing broadcast trees. The experimental investigation shows that the proposed
algorithms are very effective in generating power-reduced and hop-count-reduced
broadcast trees.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research in sensor networks has been undergoing a quiet revolution,
promising to have significant impact on a broad range of applications relating to national
security, health care, environment, energy, food safety, and manufacturing. The
convergence of the Internet, communications, and information technologies with
techniques for miniaturization has placed sensor technology at the threshold of a period
of major growth. A sensor network consists of sensor nodes with short-range radio and
on-board processing capability. Any small equipment with embedded wireless sensing
and computing devices can be considered as a sensor node. There is no fixed network
infra-structure in a sensor network. The connectivity is established by means of radio
links. Such types of networks are called Wireless Ad-hoc Sensor networks. In some
wireless networks, nodes are allowed to change position. Such networks are called
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET).
In a wireless ad hoc sensor network, sensors may be spread across a large
geographical area. Each sensor has a wireless communication capability and some level
of intelligence for signal processing and networking of the data. Some examples of
wireless ad hoc sensor networks applications are as follows:
1. Military sensor networks to detect and gain as much information as possible about
enemy movements, explosions, and other phenomena o f interest.

1
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2. Sensor networks to detect and characterize Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear, and Explosive attacks.
3. Sensor networks to detect and monitor environmental changes in plains, forests,
oceans, etc.
4. Wireless traffic sensor networks to monitor vehicle traffic on highways or in
congested parts of a city.
5. Wireless surveillance sensor networks for providing security in shopping malls,
parking garages, and other facilities.
6 . Wireless parking lot sensor networks to determine which spots are occupied and

which are free.
Two ways to classify wireless ad hoc sensor networks are whether or not the nodes
are individually addressable, and whether the data in the network is aggregated. The
sensor nodes in a parking lot network should be individually addressable, so that one can
determine the locations o f all the free spaces. This application shows that it may be
necessary to broadcast a message to all the nodes in the network. If one wants to
determine the temperature in a comer o f a room, then addressability may not be so
important. Any node in the given region can respond. The ability o f the sensor network
to aggregate the data collected can greatly reduce the number of messages that need to be
transmitted across the network. The basic goals of a wireless ad hoc sensor network
generally depend upon the application, but the following tasks are common to many
networks:
1. Determine the value of some parameter at a given location: In an environmental
network, one might want to know the temperature, atmospheric pressure, amount
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of sunlight, and the relative humidity at a number of locations. This example
shows that a given sensor node may be connected to different types of sensors,
each with a different sampling rate and range of allowed values.
2. Detect the occurrence o f events o f interest and estimate parameters o f the detected
events: In the traffic sensor network, one would like to detect a vehicle moving
through an intersection and estimate the speed and direction o f the vehicle.
3. Classify a detected object: whether a vehicle in a traffic sensor network is a car, a
mini-van, a light truck, a bus, etc.
4. Track an object: In a military sensor network, track an enemy tank as it moves
through the geographic area covered by the network.
In these four tasks, an important requirement of the sensor network is that the
required data be disseminated to the proper end users. In some cases, there are fairly
strict time requirements on this communication. For example, the detection of an
intruder in a surveillance network should be immediately communicated to the police so
that action can be taken. Wireless ad hoc sensor network requirements include the
following:
1. Large number of (mostly stationary) sensors: Aside from the deployment of
sensors on the ocean surface or the use of mobile, unmanned, robotic sensors in
military operations, most nodes in a smart sensor network are stationary.
Networks of 10,000 or even 100,000 nodes are envisioned, so scalability is a
major issue.
2. Low energy use: Since in many applications the sensor nodes will be placed in a
remote area, service of a node may not be possible. In this case, the lifetime o f a
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node may be determined by the battery life, thereby requiring the minimization of
energy expenditure.
3. Network self-organization: Given the large number of nodes and their potential
placement in hostile locations, it is essential that the network be able to selforganize; manual configuration is not feasible. Moreover, nodes may fail (either
from lack of energy or from physical destruction), and new nodes may join the
network. Therefore, the network must be able to periodically reconfigure itself so
that it can continue to function. Individual nodes may become disconnected from
the rest of the network, but a high degree of connectivity must be maintained.
4. Collaborative signal processing:

Yet another factor that distinguishes these

networks from MANETs is that the end goal is detection/estimation o f some
events

of

interest,

and

not

just

communications.

To

improve

the

detection/estimation performance, it is often quite useful to fuse data from
multiple sensors. This data fusion requires the transmission o f data and control
messages, and so it may put constraints on the network architecture.
5. Querying ability: A user may want to query an individual node or a group of
nodes for information collected in the region. Depending on the amount of data
fusion performed, it may not be feasible to transmit a large amount of the data
across the network. Instead, various local sink nodes will collect the data from a
given area and create summary messages. A query may be directed to the sink
node nearest to the desired location.
With the coming availability of low cost, short range radios along with advances in
wireless networking, it is expected that wireless ad hoc sensor networks will become
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commonly deployed. In these networks, each node may be equipped with a variety of
sensors, such as acoustic, seismic, infrared, still/motion video camera, etc. These nodes
may be organized in clusters such that a locally occurring event can be detected by most
of, if not all, the nodes in a cluster. Each node may have sufficient processing power to
make a decision, and it will be able to broadcast this decision to the other nodes in the
cluster.
So, constructing a broadcast tree in a sensor network is of much interest. The problem
of constructing a broadcast tree with minimum total transmit power has been shown to be
NP-hard [1], [8 ], [12]. Hence, developing a heuristic power-efficient algorithm is crucial.
An important step in this direction is the well-known Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP)
algorithm.

1.1 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we present two power-efficient approximation algorithms for
constructing broadcast trees. In Chapter 2, we critically review the Broadcast
Incremental Power algorithm. We investigate major issues with this approach. We also
highlight the worst case scenarios of this approach.
In Chapter 3, we propose two algorithms for broadcast tree construction. The trees are
constructed with the objective of reducing power consumption and hop-count. We also
analyze the time complexity of these algorithms. In Chapter 4, we describe the
implementation and experimental results of the algorithms proposed in Chapter 3. We
also report the performance of the proposed algorithms on different network samples.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we discuss extensions o f the proposed algorithms.
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CHAPTER 2

BROADCASTING IN SENSOR NETWORKS

2.1 Introduction
Broadcasting in a wireless sensor network is the process o f delivering messages from
a given source node to all nodes in the network. One of the straightforward ways to
broadcast messages is to use flooding. In flooding, a new message received by a node is
forwarded to all its neighbors. Broadcasting by using flooding has some serious problems
that may result in the degradation of overall performance of the sensor network.
Straightforward flooding can lead to redundant rebroadcast, contention, and collision.
These problems are usually known as the broadcast storm problem, and reference [1]
gives an excellent exposition of the problems originating from flooding.
An alternative to simple flooding is to construct a sparse connected network that
spans the given sensor network and use this sparse network for broadcasting messages.
The simplest example of a sparse network is a spanning tree rooted at the source node
from where the message is to be broadcasted. Algorithms for constructing broadcast trees
have been reported in recent years [5]. The structure of the power model assumed for
sensor nodes plays a significant role in designing broadcast trees. We first give a brief
description of the commonly used power models for sensor nodes. We then examine
some recently proposed algorithms for constructing broadcast trees.
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2.2 Power Model
In examining power models we need to consider two issues: (i) the model for signal
attenuation, and (ii) the model for power level.

For modeling signal attenuation,

expressions varying exponentially with distance of propagation have been used.
Specifically, if two nodes are separated by distance r then the power required to establish
a transmission link between the nodes is directly proportional to

In particular, the

amount o f power P needed to establish a link up to distance r is given by P = a W + C
where a and C are constants that reflect the characteristic of the transmission medium and
the sensitivity of the trans-receiver. In most applications, researchers in the sensor
network community have considered the value o f a between 2 and 4 [1].
The simplest power level model is the 2-level power model. In the 2-level power
model, a node can either be in zero power level or in some fixed Po power level and it can
not be adjusted to any other power level. Ad-hoc networks consisting o f 2 -level power
nodes tend to waste energy. For power aware applications, sensor nodes with a k-level
power model have been suggested in which a node can be adjusted to transmit signals in
one of k different power levels po, pu P 2 ,

Pk-i [1] In this chapter, unless otherwise

stated, we assume the k-level power model for all nodes.

2.3 Wireless Communication Model
A wireless network model is represented by a graph G = (l( E), where V is the set of
nodes with \V\ = n (i.e. total number o f nodes) and E

(z+, z+), is a set o f co-ordinates

denoting the locations of nodes, where z+ takes all positive real values.
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In this model, every node has the capability to transmit/relay an incoming packet to
its neighboring nodes, and to accomplish this it must operate at an appropriate power
level. Each node can initiate multicast/broadcast requests. The connectivity of a pair of
nodes is determined by the transmission power levels at which each node is operating. To
keep the whole network connected, the trans/receiver’s power levels of the nodes must be
properly adjusted. Keeping most nodes at higher power levels ensures greater
connectivity but leads to higher energy consumption. The challenge is to maintain higher
connectivity without wasting power.

2.4 Broadcast Tree
For an ad hoc sensor network G = (V, E), it is useful to construct a connected
spanning network that can be used for message delivery. The simplest form of a spanning
network is a broadcast tree. Formally, a broadcast tree of a network G (V, E)
spanning tree rooted at a source node

its

. Sometimes, it may be enough to broadcast

messages only to a subset of nodes. For such a situation, the notion of a M ulticast Tree is
considered. Formally, for a given subset D € V, a multicast tree of a ad-hoc network G =
(J( E )is a tree rooted at the source node S that connects all nodes in D. In a multicast tree
all nodes of the network need not be in the tree, but enough nodes should be present to
establish tree connectivity. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show a sample Multicast and
Broadcast Tree, respectively.
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Figure 2.2 Broadcast Tree

2.5 Minimum Energy Multicast Tree Problem (MEMT)
Given a wireless network G = (V, E), a source node S and a subset D € V o f
destination nodes, we need to construct a tree rooted at S that connects all nodes in D
such that the sum o f tt'ansmission powers is minimum. The tree can also contain non
destination nodes as relay nodes.
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If all nodes in V are required as the destination set then the resulting tree is called a
broadcast tree. Simply put, the broadcast tree is a special case of the multicast tree where
D and V are identical.

2.6 Minimum Energy Broadcast Tree Problem (MEBT)
Given a Wireless Network G = (V, E) and a source node S, we need to construct a
spanning tree rooted at S that can be used to broadcast messages from S to all the other
nodes in V such that the sum o f transmission powers at all the nodes is minimum.
It is known that both the minimum energy broadcast tree problem (MEBT) and
minimum energy multicast tree (MEMT) problems are NP-hard [1]. Due to the
intractability of these problems a few approximation algorithms have been proposed. One
o f the first approximations algorithms, known as BIP (Broadcast Incremental Power)
algorithm, is developed on the spirit o f the well known P rim ’s minimum spanning tree
algorithm. A brief description of the algorithm is as follows.

2.7 BIP (Broadcast Incremental Power) Algorithm
BIP algorithm constructs the broadcast tree rooted at the source node S by adding one
node at a time to the partially constructed tree. The tree with the single node S is taken as
the initial partial broadcast tree. We can refer to nodes in the partial tree as tree nodes and
those not in the partial tree as fringe nodes. To add the next node to the partially
constructed broadcast tree, the BIP algorithm first identifies the nearest fringe node for
each tree node. To bring the nearest fringe node within the transmission range, each tree
node must increase its power level. The tree node that can have its nearest fringe node
within its transmission range with the smallest increase in incremental power is referred

10
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to as the front node. The BIP algorithm identifies the front node by examining the power
levels and location of tree nodes and location of fringe nodes. Once the front node is
identified, its power level is increased by the required minimal increment and the partial
tree is grown by connecting the front node to its nearest fringe node. The process of front
node identification and tree growth is continued until all nodes are included in the
broadcast tree. A formal sketch of the algorithm is as shown below.

Alsorithm: BIP
Input:
•

A set V o f n sensor nodes each o f which can be adjusted to k power levels po, pi,

•

A source node S € V.

Output:
A power reduced broadcast tree T rooted at S.
Step 1:
Initialize the power levels of all nodes to 0. Include the source node S as the initial
empty broadcast tree T.
Step 2 :
While the tree T does not contain all nodes in V
{

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Find the nearest fringe node for all tree nodes
Identify the front node by examining the power levels at tree nodes
and the positions o f corresponding nearest fringe nodes.
Increase the power level of the front node v^to the next lowest level so
that its nearest fringe node is within the transmission range of iy.
Include the edge between v,. and its nearest fringe node to the
broadcast tree T.

)
At first sight, the BIP algorithm may look very similar to the standard Prim ’s
minimum spanning tree algorithm. As observed in [1] there are significant dissimilarities

11
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between them. The Prim ’s minimum spanning tree algorithm is based primarily on links.
Prim ’s algorithm identifies the smallest length link (light link) to grow the tree. The
power level of the node has no role in selecting the light link. On the other hand, the BIP
algorithm can be viewed as a node based algorithm. The BIP algorithm makes use o f the
wireless multicast advantage. If a tree node x has transmission range r then all nodes
lying within range r are automatically connected to the tree. Hence for identifying the
front node for a tree node, distance is not calculated from the tree node but from the
boundary of the disk that corresponds to the transmission range of the tree node. It is
observed that while the links between nodes remains constant in Prim ’s algorithm they
change dynamically in BIP due to the change of power level. For this reason the next
node added to the partial tree need not be the same for BIP and the Prim ’s algorithm.

2.8 Execution Trace of BIP Algorithm
In order to better understand the technical detail o f the BIP algorithm, we trace its
execution on an example node set. Consider the distribution o f 7 wireless sensor nodes,
where the root node is labeled as S and other nodes as V 2, V 2, V 3...V 6 as shown in Figure
2.3(a). Initially, the root node S is the only tree node. The power levels at all nodes are
zero at the beginning. The algorithm determines the front node for S. Recall that the front
node of S is the fringe node that can be connected by a radio link with minimum increase
in the power level of S. The algorithm determines that V 3 is the front node for node S.
Thus, we have a partial broadcast tree with two nodes S and V 3 as shown in Figure 2.3(a).
At this stage, the power level of S is more than zero (say Pi) and the power levels of all
the other nodes are zero.

12
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Figure 2.3 Execution Trace of BIP

We then determine which “new” node can be added to the tree at mmirimm additional
cost. There are two alternatives. Either node S can increase its power to reach a second
node, or node V 3 can transmit to its nearest neighbor that is not already in the tree. In this
example, node V3 increases its power level to reach node V2 (Figure 2.3(b)). The cost of
transmission between node S and node V3 is [Vs.vir, and the cost of a transmission
between node V3 and node V2 is /Tk3,f 27“-

13
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fb) Complete Broadcast Tree

fa) Vfi as Front Node

Figure 2.4 Execution Trace of BIP - Cont.

There are now three nodes in the tree, namely S, V 3 and V 2. For each o f these nodes,
we determine the incremental cost to reach a new node. (Since node 2 was not previously
transmitting, its incremental cost will be equal to the transmission power if it is chosen to
transmit; since node V3 was already transmitting, its incremental cost is only the required
increase in its transmission power.) The node that can be added with minimum
incremental cost (which turns out to be node Ve) is added to the tree (Figure 2.4(a)). The
incremental cost associated with adding node V3 to the preliminary tree consisting of
nodes S and V 2 is [ r s y j f - [ r s y ^ f - We are able to exploit the wireless multicast
advantage because both node 3 and node 2 can be reached when node S transmits with
sufficient power to reach node 3. This procedure is continued until all nodes are included
in the tree, as shown in Figure 2.4(b).

14
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2.9 Quality of solution generated by BIP Algorithm
The total power required to maintain this tree is the sum of the transmitted powers at
each of the transmitting nodes. BIP is similar in principle to Prim ’s algorithm for the
formation of MSTs, in the sense that new nodes are added to the tree one at a time (on a
minimum-cost basis) until all nodes are included in the tree. In fact, the implementation
o f this algorithm is based on the standard Prim’s algorithm, with one fundamental
difference. Whereas the inputs to Prim ’s algorithm are the link costs (which remain
unchanged throughout the execution of the algorithm), BIP must dynamically update the
costs at each step (i.e., whenever a new node is added to the tree) to reflect the fact that
the cost of adding new nodes to a transmitting node’s list of neighbors is the incremental
cost.
Unlike Prim ’s algorithm, which guarantees the formation of minimum-cost spanning
trees for link-based costs (as in wired networks), BIP does not necessarily provide
minimum cost trees for wireless networks. Example node distribution can be constructed
where the quality of the solution generated by BIP algorithm is very poor. Reference [2]
suggests the construction of generic examples where BIP generates poor quality solution.

2.10 Sweep Operation
The performance of BIP algorithm can be improved by eliminating unnecessary
transmissions by means of a Sweep Operation [1]. It has been observed that the total
transmitted power reduces after application of a Sweep Operation [1]. Below, we show a
broadcast tree generated by BIP algorithm and the result of applying a sweep operation in
Figures 2.5 (a) and (b) respectively.

15
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Figure 2.5 Sweep Operation

We now describe the sweep operation illustrated in Figure 2.5(b) above. First, we
examine the nodes in the ascending ID order i.e. from nodes 1 through 7. Node 7 is
considered as the source node. L eaf nodes are ignored because they do not transmit. The
non-leaf node with the lowest ID is node 2, whose downstream neighbor (a node in the
direction away from source node) is node 1. Now, since the transmission from node 2
does not reach any of the neighbors of node 1, no changes are made here. The situation at
node 3 is similar. Finally, we reach node 5. As noted above, node 7 reaches node 5’s
downstream neighbor, which is node 6 . So, transmission by node 5 can be eliminated.

16
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Therefore, node 7 can transmit to node 6 directly, since node 6 is within node 7’s
transmission range. Again, we adopt the Wireless Multicast Advantage here.
This suggests that in a network consisting of a large number of nodes, there can be a
possibility that many transmissions can be eliminated. Though this Sweep Operation can
be applied many times to the broadcast tree, only the first application yields a significant
improvement. It has been observed that multiple applications of this procedure on a
broadcast tree leads to little or no improvement [ 1].

17
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CHAPTER 3

IMPROVED ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTING BROADCAST TREES

3.1 Introduction
As described in the last chapter, the problem o f constructing a power optimized
broadcast tree is known to be NP-hard [1]. So, it is useful to develop approximation
algorithms for addressing this problem. One of the approximation algorithms for
constructing power minimized broadcast trees is the Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP)
algorithm [1]. The Broadcast Tree generated by the BIP algorithm tends to have a very
long diameter (note that the diameter o f a tree is the longest path between any pair of
nodes). In this chapter, we present several approximation algorithms for generating a
broadcast tree. The proposed algorithms generate broadcast trees of smaller diameter
which tend to consume less power for node distribution having distinct clusters.

3.2 Partitioning Approach
Figure 3.1 shows an example o f a power minimized broadcast tree generated by the
BIP algorithm which has a very long path length. The path length is usually measured as
the total Euclidean length of the edges of the path. For certain applications, path length
can be measured by the total number o f segments in the path (also called hop-count). No
matter which way we measure the path length (Euclidean distance or hop-count), the
diameter of the broadcast tree generate by BIP could be very long.
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Figure 3.1 Broadcast tree generated by BIP with a very long path

A Broadcast Tree with long diameter may not be desirable for the sensor network
applications. Although some researchers have considered long paths consisting o f short
segments as preferred routes for propagating packets, it has also been observed that such
paths are prone to errors [2]. Errors in message propagation can increase with the
increase in the number of hops in the route. This becomes a critical issue when link error
triggers hop-to-hop message retransmission. It is therefore important to develop
algorithms for constructing diameter reduced Broadcast Trees.
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We now consider the development of efficient algorithms for constructing diameter
reduced broadcast trees rooted at a given source node S. Consider a set o f nodes
distributed in the two dimensional plane. This plane can be partitioned into several
sectors (or wedges) originating from the source node S. The number of sectors can be
considered to be between 4 and 7 due to the fact that the average degree o f a node in a
Delaunuay Triangulation is about 6 [3] and many geometric graphs used in the sensor
networks are subsets o f Delaunuay Triangulation. Hence, it is reasonable to assume the
degree of a node to be between 4 and 7. After the plane is partitioned into (say 4) sectors
under certain criteria, we can execute some known power reducing broadcast tree
algorithm (say BIP) on each sector to construct the corresponding broadcast sub-tree.
While constructing broadcast sub-trees, the source node S will not be included in the
sector. The node closest to the source node S is considered as the root node for that
sector. After the sub-trees are constructed for each sector, the complete tree is obtained
by connecting the source node S to the corresponding root node for each of the sub-tree.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of the broadcast tree generated using this partitioning
approach on a sample set of nodes. A formal sketch o f the algorithm is given as follows:

Algorithm: Diameter Reduced Broadcast Tree
Input: A set of nodes F, source node S and power levels for each node.
Output: Broadcast Tree T rooted at S.
STEP 1. Partition the plane into k sectors by using Sector Partitioning Algorithm . Let Si,
S 2 --- Sk be the resulting sectors.
STEP 2. Let F, denote the set of nodes in sector Si, excluding the source node S. Find
node Oi in V, closest to the source node S.
STEP 3. Execute BIP in each subset F to generate broadcast sub-tree T\ rooted at O,
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STEP 4. Connect source node S to the root nodes of Ti’s to obtain the entire broadcast
tree T. The power level at S is adjusted to the level that covers the farthest root of
the sub-trees.
The time complexity o f the above algorithm can be analyzed in a straightforward
way. The sector partitioning step (step 1) takes 0(nk) time. Step 2 takes 0 (n) time. Time
for step 3 depends on the time complexity of BIP algorithm. A direct implementation of
BIP algorithm takes 0(fi^) time. Step 4 takes 0(n) time. Hence, the total time is
dominated by time for step 3 which is O(n^).

Figure 3.2 Partition Approach
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We now consider the sub-problem of partitioning the plane into sectors so that the
resulting sub-trees tend to minimize the total power consumption. Assume that a sector Si
has node distribution clustered along its median. The broadcast tree constructed for the
nodes in Si will tend to have lower power consumption. This can be observed from the
fact that BIP algorithm will produce almost optimal tree if the nodes are approximately
concentrated along a line segment. This observation hints that it would be better to
partition the plane into sectors so that the nodes are clustered along the median of the
sectors. To construct sectors induced by clusters, an angular plane sweep approach can be
used. Conceptually, a ray originating at the source node S angularly sweeps the plane to
identify the region of high node concentration. The sweeping ray can process nodes
encountered during the sweep and keep track of the node density distribution. To
implement this mechanism, the plane is partitioned into small sectors rj, r 2 -..rk of 15
small angular extents (say 15 degrees each). The number of nodes in each sector can be
computed by a simple inclusion/exclusion check o f a node in a sector. Let C, denote the
count of the nodes in sector r,. The four sectors corresponding to the lowest count can be
chosen to be the boundary o f the partitioning sector. A formal sketch of the algorithm is
given as ^Cluster Partitioning Algorithm".

Algorithm: Cluster Partitioning
Input: Set of nodes L in the plane, source node S.
Output: Partitioning of V into four sectors based on node clusters.
STEP 1. Let I'j, r 2 -..rk be the sectors originating at the source node S with d degree’s
angular extent {d could be 15 degrees).
STEP 2.
(i)

Let Ci be the count number of nodes in r,. Initialize C /s to 0.
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(ii)

for each vertex v, of the V do
for each sector r, of the total sectors do
If a vertex v, is in then C,++
endfor
endfor

STEP 3. Select four sectors having the least node distribution as the partitioning
boundaries for the plane.
In a different approach, we want to develop an algorithm to partition points into four
wedges such that the points are concentrated around these wedges. The wedges can be
constructed using four rays originating from a given source node S which will become the
root of the resulting broadcast tree. A question arises about choosing the appropriate
boundary rays. One easily implementable approach for approximately identifying
partition rays is to first consider four quadrants and partition each quadrant into fixed
angular size sectors with a small sector angle (say 15 degrees each). Now, the nodes are
scanned to determine the number of nodes in each sector. Let the Cnt[i] denote the count
in the i*'’ sector within a quadrant. We then identify the sector with the minimum count.
The center of the sector with minimum count is considered as the partitioning ray for the
quadrant. If more than one sector has the same minimum count, then the sector closer to
the center of the wedge is considered. This process is repeated for each of the four
wedges to obtain the four partitioning ray’s /y,

13

and tu. Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5

illustrate the construction of the partitioning rays. A formal sketch o f the algorithm is
given below:

Algorithm: Wedge PartUiotting
Input: Set o f nodes L in the plane; Source node S
Output: Partitioning of L into four wedges based on node distribution
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STEP 1. Let wy, W7, ws and
be four quadrants. Divide each quadrant into fixed
angular-size sectors rj, ig.-.ru originating at the source node S with say a 15
degree angular extent.
STEP 2. Let Cnt, be the count number of nodes in

Initialize Cn/,’s to 0.

for each vertex F, o f the V do
for each sector r, of the total sectors do
If a vertex L is in r,, then Cnti++
endfor
endfor
STEP 3. Select a sector from each wedge having the least node distribution. A line
passing through the centre o f the sector will form a new partitioning ray.
Likewise, determine a partitioning ray for each wedge.
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Figure 3.3 sample set o f nodes
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Figure 3.4 partitioning into sectors of 15 degrees each
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Figure 3.5 picking the boundary rays

3.3 Cluster Following Approach
The BIP algorithm selects the front node of the partial tree to connect to the nearest
fringe node. Since the power level of a node is adjustable in discrete steps (not
continuously), there could be more than one tree nodes that can cover their nearest fringe
node with the minimum increase in incremental power.
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Figure 3.6 Illustration of Cluster Following Approach

A partial broadcast tree rooted at S with other nodes A, B, C and D is shown in the
Figure 3.6. The dotted circular regions show the minimum power levels that can be
incremented for nodes B and C. Nodes P and Q are the nearest fringe nodes o f tree nodes
B and C respectively. The increase in incremental power required to cover nearest fringe
nodes are same for both B and C. However, d(C, Q) is smaller than d(B, P), where d(X,
Y) denotes Euclidean distance between nodes X & Y. The BIP algorithm would include
Q as the next tree node by connecting C to Q. We can observe that if the power o f node B
is increased to include P as the next node, then 6 new nodes (nodes E, J, Z, P, Q and F)
are covered. On the other hand by increasing the power of C to include Q, only 2 new
nodes (nodes Q and X) are covered. This observation hints us that if more than one front
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node exists, then select the one that can cover the maximum number o f nodes. Selecting
the front node that maximizes the newly covered fringe nodes tends to create a large
number of leaf nodes. Since leaf nodes are at zero power level, the total power
consumption in the resulting broadcast tree tends to be lower.
By using this approach, the tree will grow along the region of high density clusters.
Thus this technique is called Cluster Following Approach. A broadcast tree generated by
using the Cluster follow ing approach is shown in Figure 3.7. A formal sketch of this
algorithm is listed below.

Algorithm: Cluster Following
Input:
•
•
.
•

Unit Disc Graph of n nodes.
Range R
Power 1evel s,W},W2 ...Wk
Source node V(0)

Output:
Power Reduced Broadcast Tree
STEP 1.
Let AW//) denote the nearest uncovered neighbor node of node V(i), 0(i) be the
power level for node V(i) that would cover its nearest uncovered neighbor,
P(i) be the current power level of V(i).
//Initialize Tree T to source node V(0)
{ L/0) }
//Initialize power level of all nodes to zero
P(i) = 0 ; 0 < i < /?
//Set state of all nodes as 'non-tree' nodes
ST(i) = 0; 0 < i < //
//Set state of source node as 'Tree' node
= I;
= 1; //Size of Current Tree
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STEP 2.
while the tree T has less than n nodes do
{
STEP 2(ij
For all nodes in the tree
{
(a) Find the next power level Q{i) to cover the nearest
uncovered node NN{i).
(b) Identify all nodes for which Q(i) is minimum. Mark
such nodes as 'Valid nodes.
(c) For each tree node that is marked 'Valid, find the
number of new nodes that can be covered by increasing the
power level to Q(i). Let this count be CT(i). For a node
which is not 'Valid' set CT(i) to -1.
}//end-for
STEP 2(ii)
For all nodes in T, identify the valid node with largest count. Let it
be FÜ).
STEP 2fiii)
Connect V(j) to all new nodes that can be covered if its power level
is increased from P(j) to Q(j).
STEP 2(W)
Set the state of all the new nodes as 'Tree Nodes'.
STEP 2(vl
//Set PQ) to new Power level.
rij = H] + number of new nodes added.
}//end-while
The time complexity of the above algorithm can be analyzed in a straightforward
way. The initialization step (step 1) takes 0(n) time. Step 2(i) takes 0 ( n f time. Steps 2
(ii), (iii) and (iv) take 0(n) time. Step 2(v) takes 0(1) time because there is no looping
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involved. So, the total time complexity for step 2 is 0 (rf). Hence, the total time is
dominated by time for step 2 which is 0 (rf).

Figure 3.7 Cluster Seeking Approach
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS

4.1 Introduction
In this

chapter, we mainly

consider the implementation

and experimental

investigation o f the power aware broadcast tree algorithms discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. The algorithms considered for experimental investigation are (i) Broadcast
Incremental Power (BIP) (ii) Partitioned Approach (P-BIP) and (iii) Cluster Following
Approach (C-BIP). All the implementation has been done in the Java Programming
language. Java supports Object Oriented Programming, where real world objects can be
represented using classes. An object can be considered as an instance of a Class. We have
implemented a broadcast tree structure as a Java Class. We have used Java Swings
extensively to do the necessary drawing. Java Swings has been chosen over Java A WT
because it is a light-weight component and supports more sophisticated controls. To
implement these algorithms, a Unit Disc Graph structure is considered as the basis. This
graph is useful to determine whether a given set of nodes can form a connected graph for
a given value o f range D. All the tree construction algorithms require a connected set of
nodes for a given value of D.
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4.2 Unit Disc Graph
In a Unit Disc Graph, given a set of nodes V and a range D, an edge exists between
any two nodes v, and

if the Euclidean distance between them is less than or equal toD .

We have represented a Unit Disc Graph structure as a class UnitDiscGraph. A two
dimensional plane Z is considered for representing all the nodes as points in this plane. In
Java, this plane is implemented using a Canvas class. The distance between any two
points in this plane is the number of pixels between them. A list of nodes (a.k.a. Vertices)
is constructed with every node represented using the following data structure:
Class UnitPiscVertex:
hit VertexID //Vertex Identifier
Vector VerticesWithinRange //list that holds vertices within range D
int State //represents the state o f this vertex
int Range //Range D o f this vertex
Point Location //Co-ordinates o f the vertex in plane Z
double Power //Power corresponding to this node.
The VertexID is used as an identifier to compare and obtain vertices from the vertex
(or node) list. The list VerticesWithinRange holds the vertices which lie within the range
D of a particular vertex v,. The vertices in this list are called as neighbors o f vertex v;.
They are also bound by parent-child relationship i.e. Vi is parent o f all its neighbors. The
State of a vertex represents the relationship of the vertex with respect to the graph being
constructed. The State o f a vertex can have any of these values:
#

Initially, a vertex is in this state which means it is not part o f the tree.
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This vertex is considered the root vertex of the tree. Generally, processing starts at
this vertex.

This vertex is parent of some vertex in the graph. This vertex may also be child of
some other vertex.
•

LEAF
This vertex is child of some vertex but not parent to any vertex. The power level
at this vertex is zero because it does not transmit to any other vertex.

It is required that the State of all vertices must be other than N O N TREE after
construction of the Unit Disc Graph to proceed with the implementation of other tree
construction

algorithms.

In order to choose a neighbor vertex from the list

VerticesWithinRange efficiently, it may be desirable to store each neighbor vertex in a
class structure as shown below:
Class Neishhor:
int index //Identifier in the Vertex list
int Parent Index //Identifier o f the parent vertex in the Vertex list
double Distance //distance from parent vertex
The neighbor in the VerticesWithinRange list may be sorted in increasing order o f
their distance from their parent in order to pick the nearest neighbor first. The algorithm
to construct a Unit Disc Graph is described below.
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Algorithm; Unit Disc Graph
Input:
A set F o f /? sensor nodes represented in a Vertex list
Range D.

•
•

Output: A Unit Disc Graph U satisfying range D.
Step 1: Set the state o f all nodes to N O N TREE. Set U as null.
Step 2:
While the tree U does not contain all nodes in V
{

(i)

Pick the first node vj from V.

(ii)

for each vertex v, of the V do
if ( (v; != Vi ) and (distance(vj_ v, ) < D ) ) then
Construct a Neighbor data structure using v,
Set state o f v, to LEAF.
Add M/to VerticesWithinRange list o f V;
endif
endfor

(iii)

Sort the list VerticesWithinRange based on distance of m, from vj.
Add v;to U.

(iv)

If vi has at least one neighbor then
TRANSMITTING else set its state as LEAF.

set

its

state

as

(v)
Repeat Steps (ii), (iii) & (iv) for all vertices o f V.
} //end-while
Figure 4.1 shows an illustration o f Unit Disc Graph and Figure 4.2 shows the actual
simulation for a set o f 50 nodes.
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Figure 4.1 Sample Unit Disc Graph with range D
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Figure 4.2 Simulated Unit Disc Graph for 50 nodes & Range 200

After the successful construction of the Unit Disc Graph, we start constructing
broadcast trees. In Java, we represent a broadcast tree structure as a class DistBIP. This
class structure has all the necessary member variables and member methods to represent
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broadcast trees. This class is inherited from class UnitDiscGraph. The structure of class
DistBIP is shown below.
Class DistBIP
int Source Point //Index of the source point of this tree
Vector Vertices //This list holds all the vertices in the plane Z. Each Vertex is
o f type UnitDiscVertex Class.
Vector Vertex Inc //This list holds all the edges in the plane Z. Each Edge is
o f type Edge Class.
Neighbor fin d m inj> owerjieighbor(int index) //Finds a minimum power
neighbor corresponding to the vertex represented by this index.
double Cal Tot Power0 //Calculates the total power of the broadcast tree.
Compute BIP0 //Calculates broadcast tree using BIP algorithm. The

same

function is also used lor Partitioned BIP algorithm.
Compute BIP ClusterSeekingO //Calculates broadcast tree using Cluster
Seeking algorithm.
int Reverse Traverse (int Dest, int Source) //Calculates the hop count between
the given two points.
The class Edge, which is part o f Vertex Inc list, is shown below:
Class Edge:
Point P I //Location of the First Point in plane Z
Point P2 //Location of the Second Point in plane Z
int P I Index //Index o f the first Point in the Vertex list
intP 2 Index //Index of the Second Point in the Vertex list
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double Dist //Euclidean Distance between two points

4.3 Implementation of BIP Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, we create an object of class DistBIP to implement the BIP
algorithm. The method Compute BlPQ is invoked on this object after a particular node S
is chosen as the source node. The processing of th e E /P algorithm starts from this node S.
In order to construct a broadcast tree using BIP, each node must be assigned a power
level in which it can operate. Initially, every node is associated with a zero power level.
When a node starts to transmit, its power level is increased based on the distance to its
fro n t node. Initially, the BIP tree is set to just the source vertex. The pseudo-code o f this
method is shown below:

Compute BIP 0 {
Set BIP to S. Set the power level o f nodes in V to 0.
//Get the Source Vertex
UnitDiscVertex source vert =
(UnitDiscV ertex) V erti ces.el ementAt( So u rceP o i nt) ;
//Finding a Source node's closest neighbor
Neighbor Nbr = (Neighbor) fmd_min_power_neighbor(Source_Point);
//Set the state of Neighbor as LEAF
((UnitDiscVertex)Vertices.elementAt(Nbr.My Index)). STATE = LEAF;
//Set the Power level o f the Source Vertex
sourcevert.Pow er = Nbr.Distance;
//Add an edge between the Source Vertex and first Neighbor
Edge e2 = new Edge(Source_Vertex, Neighbor);
EdgeLi st.addEl em ent(e2) ;

while (count < Vertices.size()) //Until all the Vertices are processed
{
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//Choosing a valid Neighbor from the above vertex’s Neighbor list
for (int i=0; i<Vertices.size(); i++)
{

if (((UnitDi sc V ertex) V erti ces.elementAt(i)). STATE !=NON_TREE) {
//Choose the closest neighbor for this vertex.
Nbr2 = find_min_power_neighbor(i);
//Calculate the Incremental Power required to transmit to neighbor
if ((UnitDiscV ertex) V erti ces. el ement At(Nbr2 .Parent_Index)).
Power == 0)
//If the Vertex is not already transmitting, incremental
//power is just the power required to reach the new
//neighbor.
power req - Nbr2.Distance;
else
//If the Vertex is transmitting, Incremental power is
//difference o f power required to reach the new Neighbor
//and the current transmitting power
power req = Nbr2.Distance ((UnitDiscVertex)Vertices.elementAt(Nbr2.Parent_Index)).
Power;
}

//Calculate the Neighbor which consumes least power at every step
//Construct the Neighbor structure and set its parameters
if (N br2!- null && min neighbor.Distance > power_req){
m inneighbor.D i stance = p ow erreq;
min neighbor.My Index = Nbr2.My Index;
m in n eig h b o r.P aren tln d ex = Nbr2.Parent_Index;
m inneighbor.P t = Nbr2.Pt;
}//if
}//if
}//for
//At this point, the Front Node (as discussed in Chapter 2) is discovered.
//So, form an edge between this front node and its parent Vertex
Edge el = new Edge(Vertex, Neighbor);
V e rte x IN C .addEl ement(e 1);

//Set the State and Power level of Front Node.
((UnitDiscVertex)Vertices.elementAt(min_neighbor.My_Index)). STATE =
LEAF;
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((UnitDiscVertex)Vertices.elementAt(min_neighbor.My_Index)).Power = 0;
//Calculate incremental power only if the parent is already transmitting
//Power is square of distance between the two nodes
((UnitDi scVertex)Verti ces.elementAt(min_neighbor.Parent_Index)).Power =
Parent Pt.distanceSq(Child Pt);
//Set the state of the Parent Vertex as TRANSMITTING
((UnitDiscVertex)Vertices.elementAt(min_neighbor.Parent_Index)). STATE =
TRANSMITTING;
count++;
(//while
}//E nd Compute BIP

4.4 Implementation of Partitioned BIP (P-BIP)
Similar to BIP, an object o f class DistBIP is created to implement this algorithm. The
same method Compute BIP() will be invoked to construct the broadcast tree. But, the
difference lies in the size of the node-set input to the Compute BIPQ method. While, in
BIP, Compute BIP0 executes on the complete node-set, in P-BIP, it executes on a partial
node-set. So, before invoking this method, the plane Z is divided into four wedges (as
discussed in Chapter 3 earlier). The nodes in each wedge form a partial node-set.
Therefore, in this case, Compute BIPQ is executed once for each of the four node-sets.
The algorithm for partitioning the plane into wedges ensures that the nodes lie along
the median o f each wedge. So, if we consider a cluster of nodes, then this algorithm
ensures that the cluster is distributed towards the median of the wedge. The nodes in
different clusters usually lie in different wedges. The nodes in a wedge do not transmit to
nodes in other wedges. This reduces the transmitting power of the broadcast tree avoiding
unnecessary transmissions. Finally, the broadcast trees constructed for each wedge are
joined together using the source vertex. The performance results shown below also
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highlight that the hop-count is reduced when compared to BIP. This enhances the
reliability of the broadcast tree considerably.

4.5 Implementation o f Cluster Following BIP (C-BIP)
This approach is different from the previous two approaches in terms o f computation
of the power level at each node. The power level is not computed at each node as before.
But, certain fixed discrete power levels are pre-determined based on the range D. The
power level at each node is increased to one o f the fixed discrete values and then fringe
nodes are determined. The node which has the maximum number offringe nodes forms a
fro n t node. In this approach, the method Compute BIP ClusterSeekingQ is invoked on
the DistBIP object. This method is similar to Compute BIP discussed earlier with the
exception that at each iteration, the method F ind Nodes In Power LevelQ is invoked.
This method determines the nodes in a corresponding power level.

4.6 Performance Results
To evaluate each of these algorithms, we have considered some performance metrics
as described below:
•

TTP: Total Transmitting Power
Sum of the powers associated with all the transmitting nodes.

•

MHC: M ax Hop Count
Maximum distance between any two nodes in terms of number of hops.

•

MPLP: M ax Path Length Power
Power associated With. M H C path.
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•

NOTN: Number o f Transmitting Nodes
Number of nodes which are transmitting in the final broadcast tree.

•

MPLN: M ax Power level at a Node
Maximum Power level among all nodes.

The M H C is determined by using standard tree traversal routines from each o f the
LEAF nodes to the source node and selecting the LEAF node which is at a maximum
height from the source node. We have used a recursive algorithm to implement tree
traversal. This algorithm is implemented in the Reverse Traverse method mentioned
earlier.
We evaluated the performance of our three algorithms on many network examples.
Networks with a specified number o f nodes (typically 50 to 250) are formed within a
square region as shown in Figure 4.3 below. One of the nodes close to the center of the
plane is chosen as the source. We have considered the value of a to be 2 for power
computation (E = a r “ + C). Performance metrics described above are calculated for each
algorithm.
Table 4.1 summarizes performances for the three algorithms for different network
samples. The nodes in the network samples considered have clustered distribution. It can
be observed from Table 4.1 that P-BIP and C-BIP produce better quality broadcast trees
than the standard BIP when the nodes have more or less clustered distribution.
A snap-shot o f 500 nodes distributed in more or less clustered fashion is shown in
Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. In particular, it can be observed from Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1
that C-BIP works better than BIP by significantly reducing the M HC o f the constructed
tree. A smaller value oIM H C implies that the path is more reliable [1]. A very important
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advantage o f C-BIP is that it looks for clusters among any distribution of nodes without
adopting the partitioning approach (mentioned in Chapter 3).
P-BIP works better than BIP by reducing the T IP o f the constructed tree. It may be
noted that P-BIP requires more or less a clustered distribution of nodes. A very important
advantage of this approach is that it dynamically partitions a given plane into varyingsized wedges with nodes distributed towards the center of the wedge. This improves TTP
significantly.

BIP

P-BIP

C-BIP

(TTP;MHC;
MPLP;NOTN;MPLN)

(TTP;MHC;
MPLP;NOTN;MPLN)

(TTP;MHC;
MPLP;NOTN;MPLN)

122103; 7; 1629; 27;
54370

2061

too

134734; 15; 4636; 60;
54370

28811; 14; 1465; 54;
1465

54000; 5; 1514; 12; 14400

150

138393; 18; 4863; 80;

46244; 17; 1690; 72;

75600; 6; 1390; 18; 14400

54370

1690

150034; 24; 6872; 108;
54370

58030; 20; 1690; 99;

118800;

1690

14400

250

170674; 28; 8548; 148;
54370

77048; 25; 2098; 140;
2098

151200;
14400

500

116355; 35; 9560; 276;

97820; 34; 1802; 268;

151200; 9; 2374; 41; 7200

12644

1802

Node
Size
50

200

15879; 6; 2061;

19;

43200; 3; 732; 9; 14400

13;

3264;

27;

13;

3417;

34;

Table 4.1- Performance Metrics
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Figure 4.3 Snap-Shot of BIP Algorithm for 500 nodes
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Figure 4.4 Snap-Shot of partitioning approach for 500 nodes
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Figure 4.5 Snap-Shot o f Cluster Following approach for 500 nodes

Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show a snap-shot of BIP, P-BIP and C-BIP respectively for
a randomly generated node-set.
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Results
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»

Figure 4.6 Snap-Shot of BIP Algorithm for a randomly generated node-set
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Figure 4.8 Snap-Shot of C-BIP approach for a randomly generated node-set
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
We presented a critical review o f an existing algorithm for constructing power-aware
broadcast trees. We also highlighted worst case scenarios. We proposed two algorithms
(i) Partitioning Approach and (ii) Cluster Following Approach. The basic idea o f these
algorithms is to reduce the total transmitted power and hop count.
We also proposed several techniques needed to implement these algorithms.
Implementation has been done in the Java programming language. The implementation
prototype has a user friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The user can draw nodes and
also generate any number of nodes randomly. Each algorithm is displayed in a separate
window to enable easy readability. An option to view the execution step-wise is also
provided. Finally, the results are consolidated effectively to compare various algorithms.
Performance o f the proposed algorithms has been evaluated. An inspection o f the
experimental data shows that both the Partitioning approach and Cluster Following
approach generate good results for nodes distributed in a clustered fashion. The proposed
algorithms are very effective in generating small diameter broadcast trees. It is noted that
small diameter broadcast trees are preferred for reducing message relay errors. The total
power consumption of the trees generated by the proposed algorithm is comparable to the
power consumption by the standard BIP algorithm.
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We did not make any effort to optimize power in post-processing of the generated
tree. By inspecting the power levels of neighboring nodes we could reduce any redundant
power levels. This kind of redundancy check would certainly generate trees with less
power consumption and this would be one o f the areas for future research.
Node mobility is not considered in this investigation. In real situations, nodes may
change their position with time. Nodes may also become inactive after a certain time and
vice versa. It would also be very interesting to develop algorithms for generating powerreduced and hop-count-reduced broadcast trees by integrating the P-BIP and C-BIP
approaches.
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